
P R E S E N T S

The Lunar New Year 
Early Years learning resource

Aim:
To promote culturally sensitive, informative and age-appropriate activities that 

educate on the meaning and purpose of Lunar New year (LNY). 
This information resource aims to provide support and activity suggestions 

to EY educators. This pack is divided into 7 sections with information, activity 
descriptions and resources. When carried out as intended, these activities 

actively discourage stereotypes, tokenism and cultural appropriation.
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Why is LNY a good cultural festival to acknowledge in EYFS?  
• It’s a festive and fun time of year
• It’s an opportunity to learn about a cultural festival
• Concepts such as goodwill, appreciating familial relationships, 

respecting nature and tidiness are promoted.

Notes for practitioners:
• Avoid wearing “costumes”. More information about 

cultural appropriation in kidswear can be found 
in this article. Instead, show pictures or display 
traditional cultural clothing on mannequins.

• Avoid generic activities that condense ESEA cultures 
into singular tokens without an understanding of their 
history (e.g. sensory play with rice and chopsticks) 

• Avoid making LNY sino-centric (focussed on China). 
It is celebrated in a number of countries in different 
ways, not only in China.
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https://www.nationalgeographic.com/family/article/can-kids-wear-that-what-to-know-about-culturally-insensitive-costumes


What is Lunar New Year?:
• Lunar New Year kicks off on the first new moon of the lunisolar 

calendar, which is based on the cycles of the moon and ends on 
the next full moon fifteen days later.

• It is celebrated all around the world, particularly China (ChūnJié), 
Hong Kong, Mongolia (Tsagaan Sar), Indonesia (Imlek), Malaysia 
(Hokkien: Chap Goh Mei), Singapore, South Korea (Seollal), 
Taiwan, Vietnam (Tết) and the Philippines.

The history of LNY broadly centred around 
creating offerings and enacting traditions that 
would bless the food harvests for the new year. 
Today, festivities often involve coming together 
with loved ones, enjoying good food, viewing a 
lion dance, making loud noises (traditionally to 
scare away bad spirits) and spring cleaning.

Development 
Matters link:
Understanding 
the world, 
Personal, Social 
and Emotional 
Development.

Seollal family meal in South Korea

Credit: Korea Tourism Organisation

Lion dance
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Countries where LNY is a national holiday:
Although LNY is a national holiday in many 
countries, it is celebrated worldwide because 
people from those countries have travelled 
all over the world. It is ok for anyone to 
celebrate LNY, even if you’re not from that 
country or from a particular culture, as long 
as it is respectful.

Activity sheet: Flags
Encourage children to identify where 
they live on the world map. Children can 
practise writing the names of the countries 
in the following sheets.

Development 
Matters link:
Physical 
Development, 
Understanding 
the world.
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Fireworks:
It is traditional to hold fireworks displays to welcome the LNY.

Activity suggestion:
Children can use a paintbrush or a toilet roll with the ends cut to 
create a stamp to dab different colour paints and create their own 
fireworks artwork.

Development 
Matters link:
Physical 
Development, 
Expressive arts 
and design

Credit: Kids Activities with Alexa Credit: Amy Phung/besea.n
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Objects of LNY: 
Lucky envelopes
People from countries such 
as Cambodia, Thailand, 
Vietnam, Myanmar, South 
Korea, Philippines, China 
and Malaysia present red 
envelopes as gifts at social 
and family gatherings such as 
weddings or holidays such as 
Lunar New Year.

Objects of LNY: Lanterns
Lanterns are often hung to 
celebrate LNY. The lantern 
festival takes place on the 
fifteenth day of the first lunar 
month, and it marks the end of 
the New Year celebration. Big 
displays of colourful lanterns 
are built showing different 
creatures, objects and scenes 
for people to view.

Development 
Matters link:
Physical 
Development, 
Expressive arts 
and design 

Activity sheet:
Follow the 
instructions on 
the next page 
where children 
can create 
their own red 
envelopes and 
paper lanterns.
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Red envelope 
template
Cut out the template 
and score along the 
dotted lines. Colour 
and decorate with red 
pens and gold glitter. 
Fold along the dotted 
lines and stick down 
the flaps, leaving one 
flap open. Put a token 
or chocolate coins 
inside and give to your 
friends!

Tip: Try printing on 
red paper.

Lunar New Year Early Years 
resource pack V01.01.22



Lantern making instructions:
1. Cut off the end of the paper. Put this aside to use as the handle.
2. Decorate the paper with pens, stickers, tissue paper and glitter.
3. Fold in half along the dotted line.
4. Cut the marked lines along the sheet.
5. Unfold the paper.
6. Roll the paper around and match the short edges.
7. Stick ends together with tape to create a roll.
8. Staple the handle to the top of the lantern.
Video instruction: click here.

Development 
Matters link:
Physical 
Development, 
Expressive arts 
and design 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMJS5Uzaba0




The lion dance:
This performance is a form 
of traditional dance in 
various ESEA countries in 
which performers mimic a 
lion’s movements in a lion 
costume to bring good luck 
and fortune. The lion dance is 
usually performed during the 
LNY and other cultural and 
religious festivals.

Activity sheet:
Two templates are included in 
this pack, one with a puppet 
lion to create, suitable for 
preschoolers or Year 1, and a 
2D lion mask more suitable for 
toddlers. Encourage children 
to look at videos or photos of 
lion dances and to decorate 
their puppets/masks with pens 
and tissue paper.

Development 
Matters link:
Physical 
Development, 
Expressive arts 
and design  

Lion dance or múa lân dance in Vietnam
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Lunchtime:
Lunchtime is also an opportunity to incorporate LNY traditions. 
Prepare the following food which is often eaten during LNY.

Development 
Matters link:
Personal, Social 
and Emotional 
Development, 
Physical 
development

Longevity noodles (recipe)

Credit: The Woks of Life

Dumplings

Tangerines/oranges

• Spring rolls
• Trays of cut fruit
• Shred 

vegetables 
to imitate 
Prosperity 
Salad

• Sticky rice 
dumplings
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https://thewoksoflife.com/long-life-noodles-yi-mein/
https://www.malaysianchinesekitchen.com/yee-sang-prosperity-toss-salad/
https://www.malaysianchinesekitchen.com/yee-sang-prosperity-toss-salad/
https://redhousespice.com/zongzi-two-ways/


Zodiac story:
The ESEA zodiac is a classification scheme based on the lunar 
calendar that assigns an animal and its reputed attributes to each 
year in a repeating twelve-year cycle. Originating from China, the 
zodiac and its variations remain popular in many East Asian and 
South East Asian countries, such as South Korea, Vietnam, Cambodia 
and Thailand.

Development 
Matters link:
Communication 
and Language, 
Literacy, 
Understanding 
the world

NOTE:
Zodiac animals can differ 
depending on the country, 
e.g. the Ox is replaced by a 
Water buffalo and Rooster 
is replaced by a Chicken in 
the Vietnamese zodiac.

Recommended books:
The Great Race
Ruby’s Chinese New Year

Read-aloud links:
CBeebies Zodiac story 
Ruby’s Chinese New Year
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https://blackwells.co.uk/bookshop/product/The-Great-Race-by-Eric-Lee-author-Ling-Lee-author-Rachel-Foo-illustrator/9798575640349
https://uk.bookshop.org/books/ruby-s-chinese-new-year/9781250133380
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/stories/lets-celebrate-chinesenewyearperformance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfoOGzSciL8&t=378s


Which year were you born? Find out your zodiac animal!
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Music time:
Setting off firecrackers 
and banging drums is 
aimed at warding off bad 
luck and welcoming the 
new year. The lion dance 
is usually performed to a 
steady drum beat.

Development 
Matters link:
Physical 
Development, 
Expressive arts 
and design

Activity suggestion:
Make music and loud noises, bang drums to welcome 
in the new year. Encourage children to dance and be 
active. If they have made lion heads for the art activity, 
encourage them to use them as part of their dance.

Lion dance with firecrackers in the Philippines

Chinese toy drum (not suitable for under 3)
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https://www.earlyyearsresources.co.uk/re-festivals-c2/chinese-new-year-c325/chinese-drum-p82019/s92923?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_term=chinese-drum-lk326&utm_campaign=product%2Blisting%2Bads&cid=GBP&gclid=Cj0KCQiA8vSOBhCkARIsAGdp6RRZtlk0CRHhgk4C1VUTRMsM-P6H-q6uXuNSAhC37ktKRVoYING-MSoaArYpEALw_wcB


End of the day:
New year 
symbolises new 
beginnings. 
People 
traditionally 
sweep and clean 
up their homes.

Development 
Matters link:
Personal, Social 
and Emotional 
Development, 
Physical 
Development

Activity suggestion:
Encourage children to tidy the classroom. 
Use toys such as sweeps or cloths to clear 
surfaces.

Cleaning toy
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https://www.brightminds.co.uk/products/melissa-doug-lets-play-house-dust-sweep-mop-18600


Words and design:
Amy Phung

In consultation with:
Stephanie Yau, Primary School Teacher, @esea_educator

Jess Hibbeler, Early Years Practitioner

Special thanks to:
Viv Yau, Vy-liam Ng and Hollie Rowley Vines
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About besea.n
besea.n, Britain’s East and South East Asian Network, is a non-profit, grassroots organisation 

founded by six East and South East Asian (ESEA) women, whose mission is to promote positive 
representation of ESEA people in the UK and tackle discrimination at all levels in our society.

Keep up to date with our work by visiting our website: besean.co.uk. Follow us on Instagram or 
Twitter and if you have any questions, send us an email at hello@besean.co.uk. Thank you!

http://www.besean.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/besea.n/
https://twitter.com/besea_n?lang=en
mailto:hello%40besean.co.uk?subject=

